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The crime of ‘covid-19’ knows no bounds but we must first study all the evidence.  Not be distracted. 
 
No Virus… 
 
In 1890, German Physician, Dr Robert Koch, set out four required proofs (called Koch’s postulates) 
to fully establish that a ‘virus’ actually causes any disease.  Koch’s Postulate 1: An identical virus 
must be present in every case of a specific disease. 2: The purified virus should be uniquely 
identified. 3: The virus should be capable of being grown under laboratory conditions.  4: The virus 
must produce the same symptoms in each case of the disease.  Koch’s work supported findings of the 
body terrain evidence of Antoine Bechamp - who proved that ‘viruses’ alone do not make you sick.  
Despite 40 years of trying, Louis Pasteur failed to make anyone sick via coughs, sneezes or the snot 
of others - nor between animals and people using his: germ ‘theory’.  But injected particles can and 
do make you sick.  We all have daily, monthly and yearly detoxes - a natural cycle of self-cleansing.  
Additional Rivers Postulates of ‘virus’ filterability and ‘virus’ re-isolation have also not been met. 
 
No Test… 
 
Dr Kary Mullis invented the PCR test stating it is not accurate enough to use as a diagnostic tool.  The 
RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription - Polymerase Chain Reaction) test is a quantitative, not a qualitative 
test.  It is based solely on repeated, amplification cycles of ‘viral load’ particles - the more cycles of a 
repeated amplification, the more likely a claimed, but false positive, to drive the: case-demic. Is this 
true science which depends on an arbitrary and variable cut off, of a non test?  The particles are  
cellular exosomes (see Dr Andrew Kaufman) excreted as cleansing signalling solvents to detoxify a 
health compromised body.  The banning of autopsy tests eliminated evidence which could confirm 
‘covid claim’ deaths.  PCR ‘test’ lawsuits have been filed against governments across the world.   
 
No Contagion… 
 
Dr Thomas Cowan authored: The Contagion Myth.  To quote: “you can’t give sickness to somebody 
else”. He has extensively studied how viral ‘particles’ don’t make you sick - but can, when injected…  
Evidence confirms that there is no increase in world annual deaths but other cause ‘substitution’ 
deaths, as detailed in the book: CORONA FALSE ALARM? by Dr Karina Reiss and Dr Sucharit Bhakdi.   
Dr Robert O Young has studied what makes people well and he too exposes the fallacy of contagion. 
 
So what is killing people? 
 
There is no increase in overall world mortality but there are co-factor hotspots, as follows:  1) in the 
US, ventilators killed over 90% of people put on them - they were wrongly diagnosed while suffering 
oxygen hypoxia (see Dr Cameron Kyle-Sidell).  2) EMF radiation, world 5G deployment as initiated in 
Wuhan, China in November 2019 following mass Chinese mandatory vaccination.  3) A compromised 
immune systems, poor nutrition, and multiple medications including toxic flu vaccines.  4) Biofuel 
pollution in coastal and airport hotspots (see Dr Stephanie Seneff).  5) Martial law passed off as ‘lock 
downs’ and the lack of human touch leading to social desolation and increased suicides, aided by 
mass media propaganda.   These are the most easily evidenced main five causes of ‘covid’ hotspots. 
 
No virus did this.  Criminal politicians, complicit media, corrupted police and the asleep masses have 
all played their part.  That is until: all people everywhere wake up and demand justice, not: ‘just us’. 
 
This is written under penalty of perjury by courtenay on Saturday 6th February 2021. Please feel free 
to debate and share or to contact me via email at: courtenay@manx.net 
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This statement of claim is made by courtenay on Saturday 6th February 2021.  The language will be 
engl-ish, not legalese, nor necromancy.  I stand under common law and under penalty of perjury - i 
courtenay avow the following remembering that he who makes the claim bears the burden of proof.   
 
On and for the record i claim: 
 
The covid narrative is a mass criminal hoax and fraud.  The cover of covid ‘great reset’ by the world 
economic forum (WEF) is to hide mass genocide and depopulation as per the ‘sustainability goals’ of 
Agenda 2030 and the Georgia guidestones.  This dark agenda has been supported by a criminally 
complicit media.  I believe the following are all guilty of making multiple false statements amounting 
to war crimes.  We seek New Nuremberg Trials under common law for:  
 

1) Robert Howard Quayle doing business as Isle of Man chief minister 
 

2) David John Ashford doing business as Isle of Man health minister  
 

3) Alexander John Allinson GMC number 3483839 doing business as Isle of Man education 
minister 

 
4) Henrietta Ewart GMC number 2856492 doing business as Isle of Man director of public 

health 

 
I believe the above four individuals, supported by others, are guilty of crimes against the people by 
wilful and deliberate malfeasance in public office.  Robert ‘Howard’, David, Alex and Henrietta are 
conducting criminal unlicensed medical experiments on their, for now, unsuspecting people.   
 
You the four above mentioned people are put on formal notice and are invited to present evidence of 
your defence to be included in a document which will be publicly circulated on 1st June 2021.  As 
with ‘Dr’ Mengele it was not just the doctors but also the prison camp guards who were pursued for 
the rest of their lives by Simon Wiesenthal as they too supported crimes against the people.  No one 
can simply claim “I was only doing my job” each is liable in their private individual capacity.   
 
The ‘vaccines’ are not vaccines as defined, but contain: gene modification operating systems, toxic 
nano particles, metals, magnetic tagging material, human embryonic kidney cells, GMO substances, 
chimpanzee ‘adenovirus’ and patented dog infertility agents such as polysorbate 80.  And ethanol. 
 
Our medical generalist is Dr Jayne Lavinia Mary Donegan GMC number 2826367.  The expert work of 
Dr Sherri Tenpenny and Professor Dolores Cahill will also be cited.  As this is an international crime 
we seek also to work with German lawyer Reiner Fuellmich and Israeli lawyer Tamir Turgal.  We 
will cite the EUDRA, VAERS, and Yellow Card deaths and harms reporting systems, recognising that 
only around 1% of actual harms are ever officially reported due to financial conflicts of doctors. 
 
A public truth and reconciliation event will be held on 5th July 2021 on the Isle of Man, British Isles.  
All are welcome to attend to bring light and truth to the darkest, most evil chapter, in world history. 
 

Autographed by: 
 

courtenay-adam-lawrence  
 
author of: The Covid Con; A Wake 
 
dated: 
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